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Abstract: This paper analyses the thermal radiation with variable temperature effects on the unsteady 
nanofluid flow past over an infinitely long vertical plate. The nanofluids are used to increase the thermal 
conductivity. In this study, we have considered the copper (Cu) nanofluid for increasing thermal 
conductivity. The exact analytical solutions are derived by the method of Laplace Transform. The 
solutions for temperature and velocity are obtained in terms of complementary error function and the 
effects of various parameters like prandtl number, radiation parameter, thermal grashof number, size of 
the nanofluid and time on temperature and velocity of the plate are depicted graphically and discussed 
in a detailed manner. 
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1. Introduction: The nanoparticle-fluid suspensions are termed nanofluids, obtained by dispersing 
nanometer sized particles in a conventional base fluid like water, oil, ethylene glycol etc. Nanoparticles 
are of great scientific interest as they are effectively a bridge between bulk materials and atomic or 
molecular structures. Generally, metals like Copper, Aluminium, Gold, Silver are good heat conductors.  
For  this reason, we are considering copper is a nanoparticle for increasing thermal conductivity and 
water is a base fluid. Copper nanoparticles can be manufactured using numerous methods. The electro 
deposition method is considered by many as one of the most suitable and easiest. The copper 
nanoparticle acts as an anti-biotic, anti-microbial and anti-fungal agent when added to  plastics, 
coatings, and textiles; Copper diet supplements with efficient delivery characteristics; High 
strength  metals and alloys; EMI shielding; Heat sinks and highly thermal conductive materials; Efficient 
catalyst for chemical reactions and for the synthesis of methanol and glycol. Copper nanoparticles 
application research is ongoing to discover their potential dielectric, magnetic, electrical, optical, 
imaging, and catalytic, biomedical, bioscience properties. 
 
Thermal radiation effects on an initial unsteady free convective flow past over an infinite vertical plate 
with mass transfer effects is clearly examined by A.Khan and R.Solangi [1].  Chandrakala.P and Narayana 
bhaskar.P,[2] analyzed the radiation effects on oscillating vertical plate with uniform heat and mass flux 
by using Laplace transform technique. Prasad.K.V., Mallikarjun.P, et al[3] investigated mixed convective 
fully developed flow in a vertical channel in the presence of thermal radiation and viscous dissipation by 
via Differential transform method. Vijayakumar .A.G.,Vijayakumar varma.S [4] analyzed thermal 
radiation and mass transfer effects on MHD flow past an impulsively started exponentially accelerated  
vertical plate with variable temperature and mass diffusion by using Laplace transform method. 
Suneetha.S, Bhaskar reddy.N, et al [5] explored thermal radiation effects on MHD free convection flow 
past an impulsively started vertical plate with variable surface temperature and concentration by using 
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Implicit finite difference method of crank-nicholson type. Chamkha.A.J.,Takhar.H.S.,et al[6] examined 
radiation effects on free convection flow past a semi-infinite vertical plate with mass transfer by using 
Implicit finite difference technique.The radiation effects on an unsteady nanofluid flow past over an 
vertical plate is clearly investigated by researcher [7],[12],[13]. Uwanta .I.J.,Murtala sani[8] numerically 
solved heat and mass transfer flow past an infinite vertical plate with variable thermal conductivity with 
the aid of MAPLE package. Venkateswarlu malapati, Padma polarapu, [9] analyzed unsteady MHD free 
convective heat and mass transfer in a boundary layer flow past a vertical permeable plate with thermal 
radiation and chemical reaction by using two term Perturbation technique. Rajesh.V.,Mallesh.M.P., et 
al[10] studied transient MHD nanofluid flow &heat transfer due to a moving vertical plate with thermal 
radiation and temperature effects using implicit finite difference method. 
Balamurugan.K.S.,Ramaprasad.J.L.,et al [11]analyzed unsteady MHD free convective flow past a moving 
vertical  plate  with time dependent suction and chemical reaction in a slip flow regime by using 
Perturbation technique. Mohammed Mehdi Rashidi,Behnam Rostami., et al[14] examined free 
convective heat and mass transfer for MHD fluid flow over a permeable vertical stretching sheet in the 
presence of radiation & buoyancy forces by homotopy analysis method. K.Javaherdeh, Mehrzad Mirzaei 
Nejad, et al [15] analyzed natural convection heat & mass transfer in MHD fluid flow past a moving 
vertical plate with variable temperature and concentration in a porous medium by implicit finite 
difference process. Nader Y Abd Elazem, Abdelhalim ebald, et al[16] examined numerically ,radiation 
effect of MHD on Cu-water and Ag-water nanofluids flow over a stretching sheet by using Chebychev 
collocation method. 
 
From the author’s knowledge, the analytical solution for thermal radiation with variable temperature on 

an unsteady nanofluid flow past over an infinite vertical plate has not been studied. In this study, a free 
convective flow of a nanofluid on an infinite vertical plate with thermal radiation and variable 
temperature has been considered. The joined nonlinear partial differential equations are converted into 
a non dimensional form and the solutions are derived by using the Laplace transform. The water based 
nanofluid containing nanoparticles Copper (Cu)  has been considered in the present work. The 
governing equations are solved analytically and presented in closed form. The effects on temperature of 
the plate and the velocity of the plate by the various parameters like thermal radiation parameter, 
grashof number, Prandtl number, solid volume fraction and time are drawn graphically and discussed in 
a detailed manner. 
 
2. Mathematical Analysis: The viscous flow of an incompressible nanofluid past an uniformly 
accelerated vertical infinite plate in the existence of thermal radiation and variable temperature has 
been considered. Further it is assumed to be an unsteady flow of a viscous incompressible fluid which is 
initially at rest and surrounds an infinite vertical plate maintaining temperature T∞.  
The x-axis is taken alongside the plate in the vertically upward direction and the y-axis is taken 

perpendicular to the plate. At time ′  the plate and fluid are at the same temperature T∞. At time 

′  , the plate is accelerated with a velocity ′ its own plane against gravitational field and the 

temperature from the plate is raised to ω. It is also assumed that a radiative heat flux qr is applied in the 
normal direction to the plate. The fluid is a water based nanofluid containing Cu. It is further assumed 
that the base fluid and the suspended nanoparticles are in thermal equilibrium. 
 The thermophysical properties of the nanofluids are given in Table 2.1.  
 

Table 2.1: Thermo Physical Properties of Water and Nanoparticles 
 

Physical Properties Water/ Base Fluid Cu 

 997.1 8933 

 4179 385 

 0.613 401 

 21 1.67 

 0.0 0.05 
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Then under usual Boussinesq's approximation the unsteady flow is governed by the following equations: 

′ ∞               (1)  

′
                  (2)         

where u is the velocity components along the x direction, T the temperature of the nano fluid,  the 

dynamic viscosity of the nano fluid,  the thermal expansion coefficient of the nano fluid, the 

density of the nano fluid,  the thermal conductivity of the nano fluid, g the acceleration due to 

gravity, qr the radiative heat flux and  the heat capacitance of the nano fluid which are given by 

  

    (3)  

  

Where  is the solid volume fraction of the nano particle,  the density of the base fluid,  the density 

of the nano particle,  the viscosity of the base fluid,  the heat capacitance of the base fluid and 

 the heat capacitance of the nanoparticle. It is worth mentioning that the expressions (1) are 

restricted to spherical nanoparticles, where it does not account for other shapes of nanoparticles. The 
effective thermal conductivity of the nano fluid given by Hamilton and Crosser model followed by[13], 

   (4) 

where  is the thermal conductivity of the base fluid and  is the thermal conductivity of the 

nanoparticle. In Eqns. (1)–(4), the subscripts nf , f and s denote the thermo physical properties of the 
nanofluid, base fluid and nanoparticles, respectively. 
The initial and boundary conditions of the proposed problem are given by: 

∞
′

′ ′
∞ ω ∞

′

∞ ∞

   (5) 

On introducing the following non dimensional quantities are 
′

   (6) 

∞

∞

 ,  ,    
∞

  ,   
∞

   ,  

The local radiant for the case of an visually thin gray gas is expressed by 

∞    (7)     

It is assume that the temperature differences within the flow are sufficiently small such that   may be 

expressed as a linear function of the temperature. This is accomplished by expanding in a Taylor 

series about ∞ and neglecting higher-order terms, thus 

∞ ∞     (8)  
By using equations (6) and (7), equation (2) reduces to 

′ ∞ ∞         (9)  

By using equations (3),(4) and (6), equations (1) and (9) leads to, 

  

   (10)  

Where    , , 
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  (11) 

 Where R is the radiation parameter, Pr is the Prandtl number, Gr is the thermal grashof number, 
Gr approximates the ratio of the buoyancy force to the viscous force acting. Large R signifies a large 
radiation effect while R→0 corresponds to zero radiation effect.  
The corresponding initial and boundary conditions are, 

∞

     (12) 

                      Where  

3.Solution Procedure: 
The solutions are represented in terms of exponential and complementary error function. The relation 
connecting error function and its complementary error function is as follows: 

   (13) 
The dimensionless governing equations (10), subject to the initial and boundary conditions (12), are 
solved by the usual Laplace-transform technique and the solutions are derived as follows: 

 

 

where  

 

4. Results and Discussion: In order to get a clear vision on the physical of the problem, extensive 
numerical computations are conducted for various values of the thermo physical parameters are 
designed in graphs. We consider nanofluid containing copper nanoparticles with water as a base fluid. 

The values of volume fraction of nanoparticles reconsidered to be in the range   0 ≤  ≤ 0.2 . The case  
= 0 corresponds to the regular fluid.i.e. nanoscale characteristics are eliminated. In this study, we have 
considered spherical shape nanoparticles with thermal conductivity and variable temperature. 
 
4.1: Consequences of Parameters on Velocity Profiles: In Fig.1, The velocity summary of Copper-

water nanofluid with coordinate  for different values of thermal grashof number in graph are shown. 

When Pr=6.2, = 0.05, t=0.5 and R=2 are kept at stable, the Fig.1 is explained that the velocity of the 
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plate U enhances with a rising values of thermal grashof number Gr at the time of cooling. Also, it is 

explained that velocity of the plate U reduces with a falling values of thermal grashof number Gr at the 

time of heating. 

 

In Fig.2, the velocity profiles of Copper-Water nanofluid with coordinate  for different values of Pr in 

graph are exposed. When R=2, = 0.05, t=0.5 are kept constant, Fig.2 observed at the time of heating,  

that the velocity of the plate U reduces with an increasing values of Pr.  Then, at the time of cooling, 

Fig.2 explained that the velocity U grows with an increasing values of Pr. 

 

In Fig.3, At the time of heating and At the time of cooling the velocity profiles of Copper-Water 

nanofluid with coordinate  for different values of nanoparticle size in graph are examined. When 

Pr=6.2, R=2, t=0.5 are kept constant, Fig.3 explained the velocity of the plate U reduces with an falling 

values of solid volume fraction at the time of heating. Also shown, the velocity U rises with an falling 

values of  at the time of cooling. 

 

In Fig.4, At the time of heating and At the time of cooling the velocity profiles of Copper-Water 

nanofluid with different values of t in graph are shown. When Pr=6.2, R=2, = 0.05 are kept steady, Fig.4 

explained the velocity of the plate U reduces with a falling values of t at time of heating. Also examined, 

the velocity U enhances with a rising values of  t at the time of cooling. 

 

At the time of heating and At the time of cooling, the combination of Copper-Water nanofluid with 

different values of R in graph Fig.5 are revealed. When Pr=6.2, t=0.5, = 0.05 are kept stable, Fig.5 

examined the velocity of the plate U amplifies with a lessening values of R at the time of cooling. Also 

exposed the velocity U reduces with lessening values of R at the time of heating. 

 

4.2: Effects of Parameters on Temperature Profiles: Fig.6 exemplifies the variation of temperature of 

the fluid for different Prandtl number, when   t =0.5, R = 2, Gr=4 and  = 0.005 are kept stable .The 

temperature profile reveals that the fluid temperature reduces as Prandtl number increases. This is due 

to the fact that a higher Prandtl number fluid has relatively low thermal conductivity, which reduces 

conduction and it results temperature decreases. 

 

Fig.7 shows the variation of temperature of the fluid for different nanofluid size, when t=0.5, R=2,   Gr = 

4 and Pr=0.25 are kept constant. It examined that the fluid temperature reduces as nanofluid size 

increases. Fig.8,9 exposed variation of temperature of the fluid for different time and for different 

radiation R. It is found that the temperature of Copper – Water nanofluid decreases with rising values of 

t as well as R. 

 

Because decrease in the values of R for given  and  ∞ means a decrease in the Rosse land radiation 

absorptive  Since divergence of the radiative heat flux increases,  reduces which in turn causes  

o increase the rate of radiative heat transfer to the fluid and hence the fluid temperature enlarges. 
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5. Conclusion: The main aspire of this study is to get the exact solution for the unsteady free convective 
Copper-Water nanofluid flow past over an infinitely long vertical plate in the rate of thermal radiation 
with variable temperature. Copper- Water nanofluid is engaged into description and the expression for 
the temperature of the fluid and the velocity of the plate has been obtained in closed form by using the 
laplace transform. The effects of the various parameters on velocity and temperature are presented 
graphically and the most important remarks are studied  as follows:  

· The temperature of the Copper-Water nanofluid reduces directly with an increases of Prandtl 
number, Nanofluid size, Radiation and time . 

· At the time of cooling, the velocity of the plate enhances with an rising values of thermal grashof 
number, prandtl number, time and the decreasing values of nanofluid size, radiation. At the time of 
heating, the velocity of the plate  decreases with an decreaing values of Gr, solid volume fraction, 
time, radiation and the increasing value of Pr. 
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